
The Revolution Takes a New Course 



 More extreme 
revolutionaries 

 Poor 
 Roamed Paris 

attacking suspected 
counter-
revolutionaries 

 Marched into the 
king’s chamber to 
deliver grievances 



 1791 King agrees to the first constitution made 
by the Assembly 

 1792 Assembly and King agree to go to war to 
find and punish emigres (nobles that escaped 
and support the feudal ways) 
 Louis thought they would come rescue him 
 Revolutionary Wars 

 1792 National Convention created to replace the 
Assembly and rework the constitution 
 Monarchy is suspended 

 Constitution will be debated for years to come 
 
 
 
 
 



 First time members of government would be 
elected by citizens of France 
 But only men over 25 and paid a certain amount of 

taxes 
 Some nobles and clergy were voted in 
 Most were bourgeois lawyers who were anti-

king and pro-republic 
 September 21st 1792 they voted to abolish 

the monarchy 
 Also changed the calendar 



 National Convention 
decides to try Louis 
XVI for crimes against 
the people 

 Clear majority voted 
him guilty (even after 
an appeal) 

http://www.historyguide.org/intellect/louis_trial.html
http://www.historyguide.org/intellect/louis_trial.html


Guillotine 







January 21st 1793 





















1793-1794 



 1789 Member of the Third Estate 
representing Artois 

 Previously a lawyer 

 Leader of the Jacobin Club (party) 
 Member of the National 

Convention 
 1793 he is elected to the Committee 

of Public Safety 
 
 



 As the Revolutionary Wars turn against France, 
the people blame the Girondists who advocated 
for it 
 Girondists also wanted to use the army to put down 

the Sans Culottes 
 Revolts in Western France grow against the 

republic forcing them to send troops to fight in 
the east 
 Disagreeing points of view all over France 

 Committee of Public Safety is set up to deal with 
anti-revolutionaries 

 



 Purged the government of Girondists 
 Use of the guillotine against traitors, suspects 

and counter revolutionaries would solve the 
country's problems 

 Laws created against counter revolutionist 
actions (which could almost be anything) 
 Referring to other’s as “citizen” was accepted, 

suspicions arose if you didn’t use it 
 Catholics were targeted 

 Approximately 16,000 people guillotined 
 Another 16,000 deaths through other means 
 
 

 









 Creates a republic of Virtue 
 If you didn’t fit with his vision, you were guillotined 

 Under the Law of Suspects, you could be 
executed if they suspect you of ill-doings 

 People started to suspect Robespierre of 
wanting a dictatorship 
 National Convention votes to have him arrested and 

executed 
 An anti-Jacobin sentiment spreads 

 Constitution revised to create a Directory 
 5 Directors sat as leaders + 2 branches of parliament 











Remember, before they would hang you, behead you with an axe, draw 
and quarter  you 


